SkyHigh Ladders & Guardrails Inc., Canada pledges to

Fight the exploitation of children in any part of the World
Fight the exploitation of children in any part of the World

Name:
Not contributing to the exploitation of children in any part of the World.

Description:
We will avoid utilizing materials from countries known for child labour practices and favour items cast in Canada, rather than in countries where costs would be cheaper but child labour would be practiced.

Implementation plan:
We will continue to research materials before we purchase them to ensure no child has been used in the labour manufacture of the product. We will continue to utilize Canadian legal workforces for the manufacture and fabrication of the custom material requirements we encounter.

Impact:
We will take the time to learn more about child labour, spread awareness, allow more and more people to make the same choices as we are, and not be a contributor to the increasing demand for cheap materials and child labour.